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Introduction

This report provides a summary of research publications which were authored by staff from the Royal Devon & Exeter NHS Foundation Trust, or staff with honorary contracts with the RD&E in 2019. Data was collated from PubMed and other sources and deposited in the RD&E Research Repository (https://rde.dspace-express.com/).

The RD&E Research Repository launched in March 2015 and is an online collection of data on research publications which have been published by RD&E authors, or those with honorary contracts with the RD&E. It also contains full-text journal articles (within publisher permissions) and other research content such as conference posters, as well as researcher profile pages.

Please note that this report does NOT include: conference abstracts, letters, comments or posters.

Some articles may appear in more than one section, when they contain authors from multiple disciplines.

Click on the link to the item in the RD&E Research Repository to find the full details of the article, including external links to publisher’s sites, and in some cases, the full-text of the article.

If your publications are missing from this report and you would like to include them in the RD&E Research Repository, please contact the RD&E Research Repository team – rde-tr.ResearchRepository@nhs.net.
Summary

In 2019 there were a total of 273 RD&E authored publications (not including conference abstracts, letters, comments or poster), which break down as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Article type</th>
<th>No. citations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Journal Article</td>
<td>232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case Report</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systematic review</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Book chapter</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Editorial</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Grand Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>273</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Top 10 RD&E departments with published articles in 2019:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Department</th>
<th>Count of Citation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Honorary Contracts - publications</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes &amp; Endocrine</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molecular Genetics</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical Genetics</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiology</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pathology</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gastroenterology</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorectal</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orthopaedics/Trauma - Exeter Knee Reconstruction Unit</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renal</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For a full breakdown by department, please contact the RD&E Research Repository team.
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Medical Services

To browse the latest publications in Medical Services go to:
https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/582599

Cardiology

Browse Cardiology publications in the RD&E Research Repository:
https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/582948

RD&E author(s): Yennu Nandan, Abhivrath; Mukundu Nagesh, Navin; Gandhi, Manish
PubMed ID: 30642864
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/620957

RD&E author(s): Sharp, Andrew
PubMed ID: 30704577
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/620974

RD&E author(s): Sharp, Andrew S P
PubMed ID: 31221299
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621102

Azizi M [et al]. Six-Month Results of Treatment-Blinded Medication Titration for Hypertension Control Following Randomization to Endovascular Ultrasound Renal Denervation or a Sham Procedure in the RADIANCE-HTN SOLO Trial. Circulation. 2019 Mar 17
RD&E author(s): Sharp, Andrew
PubMed ID: 30880441
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621012

Sharp ASP. Microbubble enhanced ultrasound assisted catheter-directed thrombolysis for VTE-A sound idea? Thrombosis & Haemostasis. 2019 Jul;119(7):1036
RD&E author(s): Sharp, Andrew
PubMed ID: 31234217
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621103

Lee JM [et al]. Comparison of major adverse cardiac events between instantaneous wave-free ratio and fractional flow reserve-guided strategy in patients with or without type 2 diabetes: a secondary analysis of a randomized clinical trial. JAMA Cardiology. 2019 Jul 17
RD&E author(s): Sharp, Andrew S P
PubMed ID: 31314045
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621134

RD&E author(s): Gandhi, Manish
PubMed ID: 31245012
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621106


RD&E author(s): Sharp, Andrew S P
PubMed ID: 31320025
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621138

Le Page, PT & Bellenger N G. The use of adenosine stress perfusion cardiac magnetic resonance in determining incomplete revascularization post-coronary artery bypass grafting and the importance of anterior septal vessels. European Heart Journal - Case Reports. 2019 Mar

RD&E author(s): Le Page, Pierre T.; Bellenger, Nick G.
PubMed ID:
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621052


RD&E author(s): Sharp, Andrew S P
PubMed ID: 31292190
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621129


RD&E author(s): Bellenger, Nicholas G; Shore, Angela C; Sharp, Andrew S P
PubMed ID: 31645638
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621216


RD&E author(s): Gandhi, Manish
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621187


RD&E author(s): Phelps, Lindsey; Da Silva, Tiago Silva Carvalho; Ludman, Andrew
PubMed ID: 31371329
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621144

Kim CH [et al]. Sex differences in instantaneous wave-free ratio or fractional flow reserve-guided revascularization strategy. JACC Cardiovascular Interventions. 2019 12(20) 2035-2046

RD&E author(s): Sharp, Andrew S P
PubMed ID: 31648764
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621218

RD&E author(s): Sharp, Andrew
PubMed ID: 31604782
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621203

RD&E author(s): Sharp, Andrew S P
PubMed ID: 31648761
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621219

Dermatology
Browse Dermatology publications in the RD&E Research Repository: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/582958

RD&E author(s): Hunt, William; Frow, Helen
PubMed ID: 30705021
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/620973

RD&E author(s): Hunt, William T N; Porter, Robert; Lucke, T
PubMed ID: 31538359
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621179

Phillips M [et al]. Assessment of accuracy of an artificial intelligence algorithm to detect melanoma in images of skin lesions. JAMA Network Open. 2019 Oct 2. 2(10) e1913436
RD&E author(s): McGrath, Emily; James, Rob
PubMed ID: 31617929
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621205

Hunt WTN, Dunnill MG, Sansom JE. Sofa dermatitis again? A case report of allergic contact dermatitis to octylisothiazolinone from a leather reclining chair. Contact Dermatitis. 2019 Aug 7
RD&E author(s): Hunt, William T N
PubMed ID: 31392733
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621148


Diabetes & Endocrinology
Browse Diabetes & Endocrinology publications in the RD&E Research Repository: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/582947


Fussey JM [et al]. The role of molecular genetics in the clinical management of sporadic medullary thyroid carcinoma: A systematic review. Clinical Endocrinology. 2019 91(6) 697-707

Thomas NJ [et al]. Type 1 diabetes defined by severe insulin deficiency occurs after 30 years of age and is commonly treated as type 2 diabetes. Diabetologia. 2019 Jul;62(7):1167-1172. Epub 2019 Apr 10


Pearce SHS [et al]. Antigen-specific immunotherapy with thyrotropin receptor peptides in Grave’s Hyperthyroidism: a Phase I study. Thyroid. 2019 Jul;29(7):1003-1011


Marren SM [et al]. Persistent C-peptide is associated with reduced hypoglycaemia but not HbA1c in adults with longstanding Type 1 diabetes: evidence for lack of intensive treatment in UK clinical practice? Diabetic Medicine. 2019 Apr 6

Johnson MB [et al]. Trisomy 21 is a cause of permanent neonatal diabetes that is autoimmune but not HLA associated. Diabetes. 2019 Apr 8


Aung MM [et al]. Locally delivered GLP-1 analogues liraglutide and exenatide enhance microvascular perfusion in individuals with and without type 2 diabetes. Diabetologia. 2019 Sep;62(9):1701-1711

Yaghootkar H [et al]. Type 1 diabetes genetic risk score discriminates between monogenic and Type 1 diabetes in children diagnosed at the age of <5 years in the Iranian population. Diabetic Medicine. 2019 Jul 5
RD&E author(s): Wakeling, MN; Patel, K; McDonald, Timothy J.; Ellard, Sian; Hattersley, Andrew T.; Colclough, Kevin
PubMed ID: 31276222
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621127

RD&E author(s): Vaidya, Bijay
PubMed ID: 31429897
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621151

RD&E author(s): Hattersley, Andrew; Shields, Beverley M.; Jones, Angus G
PubMed ID: 30828962
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/620995

RD&E author(s): McDonald, Timothy; Oram, Richard; Weedon, Michael; Hattersley, Andrew T.; Jones, Angus
PubMed ID: 31558459
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621185

RD&E author(s): Hattersley, Andrew T; Weedon, Michael N; Murray, Anna; Shore, Angela C; Frayling, Timothy M; Wood, Andrew R
PubMed ID: 31630189
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621215

RD&E author(s): Murray, Anna; Knight, Bea; Shields, Beverley; Weedon, Michael; Frayling, Timothy; Hattersley, Andrew T.
PubMed ID: 31043758
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621055

RD&E author(s): Fasham, James; Baple, Emma L.; Crosby, Andrew H.
RD&E author(s): Shepherd, Maggie; Hatterley, Andrew T.; Zeman, Adam
PubMed ID: 30377186
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621154

Shepherd M. Improving patient care in monogenic diabetes through research and education. Practical Diabetes. 2019 36(3) p97-101
RD&E author(s): Shepherd, Maggie
PubMed ID: 
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621115

Alves AC [et al]. GWAS on longitudinal growth traits reveals different genetic factors influencing infant, child, and adult BMI. Science Advances. 2019 Sep 4;5(9):eaaw3095
RD&E author(s): Hattersley, Andrew T.
PubMed ID: 31840077
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621271

Emergency Department
Browse Emergency Department publications in the RD&E Research Repository: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/582716

RD&E author(s): Appelboam, Andy
PubMed ID: 30636217
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/620956

RD&E author(s): Reuben, Adam; Appelboam, Andrew; Hilton, Malcolm; Coppell, Jason
PubMed ID: 30772866
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/620987

RD&E author(s): Lloyd, Gavin
PubMed ID: 31193636
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621092

RD&E author(s): Gilham, James; Lloyd, Gavin


Sebastian S [et al]. Editorial: accelerated infliximab induction - it's time to settle the debate! Author's reply. Alimentary Pharmacology & Therapeutics. 2019 50(9) 1061-1062

RD&E author(s): Heap, Graham; Walker, Gareth; Todd, Anthony; Bewshea, Claire; Heerasing, Neel; Hendy, Peter; Singh, Abhey
PubMed ID: 30806694
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/620991

RD&E author(s): Thomas, Amanda Louise; Summers, Lukes; Goodhand, James R.; Saunders, Sarah
PubMed ID: 31028157
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621049

RD&E author(s): Kennedy, Nicholas A; Heap, Graham; Hamilton, Benjamin; Bewshea, Claire; Walker, Gareth; Thomas, Amanda; Nice, Rachel; Perry, Mandy; Hendy, Peter; Lin, Simeng; McDonald, Timothy; Goodhand, James; Ahmad, Tariq
PubMed ID: 30824404
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/620994

RD&E author(s): Kennedy, Nicholas A.
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621030

RD&E author(s): Kennedy, Nicholas A.
PubMed ID: 31562236
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621184

RD&E author(s): Ahmad, Tariq
PubMed ID: 31030191
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621111

Christie D, Chanchlani N, Salehian S. Fever and tachypnoea in a child. BMJ 2019 May 10;365:l1288
RD&E author(s): Chanchlani, Neil
PubMed ID: 31076393
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621058

RD&E author(s): Thomas, Amanda; Walker, Gareth; Goodhand, James; Kennedy, Nicholas A; Ahmad, Tariq


RD&E author(s): Hannemann, Michael; Gutowski, Nicholas J.
PubMed ID: 31269957
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621126

RD&E author(s): Harrower, Timothy
PubMed ID: 31116037
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621070

RD&E author(s): Holley, Janet E; Gutowski, Nicholas J
PubMed ID: 31654269
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621217

RD&E author(s): Harrower, Timothy
PubMed ID: 31410669
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621149

RD&E author(s): Shepherd, Maggie; Hatterlsey, Andrew T.; Zeman, Adam
PubMed ID: 30377186
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621157

Savage S [et al]. NMDA receptor antibody encephalitis presenting as Transient Epileptic Amnesia. Journal of Neuroimmunology. 2019 Feb 15;327:41-43
RD&E author(s): Zeman, Adam
PubMed ID: 30686545
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621262

RD&E author(s): Harrower, Timothy
PubMed ID: 31174586
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621085
Renal Medicine

Browse Renal Medicine publications in the RD&E Research Repository:
https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/582959

RD&E author(s): Moore, Jason
PubMed ID: 30630452
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/582959

RD&E author(s): Oram, Richard
PubMed ID: 30655379
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/58309

Thomas NJ [et al]. Type 1 diabetes defined by severe insulin deficiency occurs after 30 years of age and is commonly treated as type 2 diabetes. Diabetologia. 2019 Jul;62(7):1167-1172. Epub 2019 Apr 10
RD&E author(s): Weedon, Michael N.; Shields, Beverley; Oram, Richard A.; McDonald, Timothy J.; Hattersley, Andrew T.; Jones, Angus G.
PubMed ID: 30969375
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/582960

Marren SM [et al]. Persistent C-peptide is associated with reduced hypoglycaemia but not HbA1c in adults with longstanding Type 1 diabetes: evidence for lack of intensive treatment in UK clinical practice? Diabetic Medicine. 2019 Apr 6
RD&E author(s): McDonald, Timothy J.; Shields, Beverley; Knight, Bridget; Hattersley, Andrew T.; Jones, Angus G.; Oram, Richard
PubMed ID: 30955221
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/582961

RD&E author(s): Dobbs, David
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/582962

RD&E author(s): Hough, Maxine; Githens-Mazer, Gayle; Lovegrove, Chris; Oram, Richard; Shepherd, Maggie
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/582963

Adalat S [et al]. HNF1B mutations are associated with a Gitelman-like tubulopathy that develops during childhood. Kidney International Reports. 2019 May 29;4(9):1304-1311
RD&E author(s): Clissold, Rhian; Colclough, Kevin; Ellard, Sian
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/582964
McAleer, N. Up to date on phosphate management and phosphate binders. Journal of Kidney Care. 2019 4(1)

RD&E author(s): McAleer, Nick


RD&E author(s): McDonald, Timothy; Oram, Richard; Weedon, Michael; Hattersley, Andrew T.; Jones, Angus


RD&E author(s): Oram, Richard


RD&E author(s): Adlington, Daniel; Moore, Jason; Bingham, Coralie


RD&E author(s): Halpin, David M.


RD&E author(s): Halpin, David M G


RD&E author(s): Halpin, David M.
PubMed ID: 31513746
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621167

Price DB [et al]. Association of elevated fractional exhaled nitric oxide concentration and blood eosinophil count with severe asthma exacerbations. Clinical and Translational Allergy. 2019 Aug 21
RD&E author(s): Halpin, David M.
PubMed ID: 31819401
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621192

RD&E author(s): Lines, Sarah
PubMed ID: 30956798
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621022

RD&E author(s): Halpin, David M G
PubMed ID: 31819401
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621266

RD&E author(s): Batalla-Duran, Elizabeth
PubMed ID: 31673359
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621227
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RD&E author(s): James, Martin
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RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621009

RD&E author(s): James, Martin
PubMed ID: 31530590
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621171

RD&E author(s): James, Martin
PubMed ID: 31530590
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621299
RD&E author(s): James, Martin A.
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RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621234

RD&E author(s): James, Martin
PubMed ID: 31165093
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621081
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RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/620963

RD&E author(s): Ellapparadj, Pregash; Selvaratnam, Veenesh
PubMed ID: 31378859
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621145

RD&E author(s): Evans, Jonathan P.; Smith, Christopher D.; Fine, Nicola
PubMed ID: 30895407
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621017

RD&E author(s): Doherty, Ciaran; Furness, Nicholas D.; Batten, Timothy; White, William J.; Kitson, Jeffrey; Smith, Christopher D.
PubMed ID: 31085032
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621068

RD&E author(s): Evans, Jonathan P.
PubMed ID: 31086009
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621067

Parker P [et al]. A systematic review of the complications of contemporary total elbow arthroplasty Shoulder & Elbow, 2019 Mar 16
RD&E author(s): Furness, Nicholas D; Evans, Jonathan P; White, William J; Smith, Christopher D
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621034

RD&E author(s): Evans, Jonathan P
PubMed ID: 31771221
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621249

Plastic & Reconstructive Surgery


RD&E author(s): To, Cynthia; Shore, Angela; Wilson, Andrew D.
PubMed ID: 30688880
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/620959

RD&E author(s): Macmillan, Alexandra
PubMed ID: 31306375
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621132

RD&E author(s): Coelho, James A. J.; McDermott, Frank D.; Cameron, O; Smart, Neil J.; Watts, Andrew M.; Daniels, Ian R.
PubMed ID: 31017735
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621045

RD&E author(s): Cereceda-Monteoliva, Nicholas; Lewis, Hannah; Al-Himdani, Sarah; Stone, Christopher
PubMed ID: 31015232
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621046

RD&E author(s): Fries, Anton
PubMed ID: 30815208
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/620992

RD&E author(s): Gujral, Sameer; Coelho, James; Chummum, Shaheel; Watts, Andrew
PubMed ID: 31080544
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621066

RD&E author(s): Izadi, David; Wallace, Christoper G.; Al-Zahid, S; Smith, J
PubMed ID: 31219312
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621100

Upper GI Surgery
Browse Upper GI Surgery publications in the RD&E Research Repository: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/582688

RD&E author(s): Di Maurio, Davide; Ricciardi, Edoardo; Manzelli, Antonio
PubMed ID: 31355693
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621143

Urology
Browse Urology publications in the RD&E Research Repository: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/582689

RD&E author(s): McGrath, John; Crundwell, Malcolm
PubMed ID: 31478829
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621160

RD&E author(s): McGrath, John S.
PubMed ID: 31321870
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621136

RD&E author(s): Cottrell, Angela M
PubMed ID: 31636030
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621211

RD&E author(s): McGrath, John S.
PubMed ID: 30681267
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/620970

RD&E author(s): McGrath, John S.
PubMed ID: 31481549
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621159

Vascular Surgery

Campbell, B [et al]. Investigation and treatment of pelvic vein reflux associated with varicose veins: current views and practice of 100 UK vascular specialists. 2019 May 13 Epub ahead of print
RD&E author(s): Campbell, Bruce
PubMed ID: 31084296
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621069

RD&E author(s): Campbell, Bruce
PubMed ID: 31483962
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621158

Other services
Clinical School
Browse Clinical School publications in the RD&E Research Repository:
https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/610461
Hunt H [et al]. "They've walked the walk": a systematic review of quantitative and qualitative evidence for parent-to-parent support for parents of babies in neonatal care. Journal of Neonatal Nursing. 2019 Apr 18
RD&E author(s): Wakely, Leanna; Prosser, Susan
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621053

Nursing & Allied Health professionals
Browse Nursing & Allied Health professionals publications in the RD&E Research Repository:
https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621047
Hunter, H [et al]. Experiences of people with Parkinson's disease and their views on physical activity interventions: a qualitative systematic review. JBI Database of Systematic Reviews and Implementation Reports. 2019 Apr;17(4):548-613
RD&E author(s): Lovegrove, Christopher
PubMed ID: 29135743
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/620985
RD&E author(s): Wride, James
PubMed ID: 30796852
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/620990
RD&E author(s): Bowman, Pamela; McDonald, Timothy J; Knight, Bridget A; Flanagan, Sarah; Leveridge, Maria; Spaull, Steve R; Shields, Beverley M; Hammersley, Suzanne; Shepherd, Maggie; Andrews, Rob; Patel, Kashyap A; Hattersley, Andrew T.
PubMed ID: 31908791
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621290
RD&E author(s): Hemsley, Anthony; McGrath, John S.; Lovegrove, Chris J.; Thomas, David
PubMed ID: 31869021
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621277

**RD&E author(s):** Hough, Maxine; Githens-Mazer, Gayle; Lovegrove, Chris; Oram, Richard; Shepherd, Maggie

**RD&E Research Repository URL:** [https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621051](https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621051)

Hunt H [et al]. "They've walked the walk": a systematic review of quantitative and qualitative evidence for parent-to-parent support for parents of babies in neonatal care. Journal of Neonatal Nursing. 2019 Apr 18

**RD&E author(s):** Wakely, Leanna; Prosser, Susan

**RD&E Research Repository URL:** [https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621053](https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621053)

Ablett L. How can ways of working with others be developed to improve perinatal mental health care? British Journal of Midwifery. 2019 27(3)

**RD&E author(s):** Ablett, Lucy

**RD&E Research Repository URL:** [https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621032](https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621032)

**Quality Improvement**

Browse Quality Improvement publications in the RD&E Research Repository: [https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/620892](https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/620892)


**RD&E author(s):** Awad, Fady; Searle, David; Walmsley, Katie; Dyar, Nadin; Auckland, Cressida; Bethune, Rob; Eyres, Keith; Phillips, Jonathan

**RD&E Research Repository URL:** [https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621195](https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621195)

**Research & Development staff**

Browse Research & Development publications in the RD&E Research Repository: [https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/600939](https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/600939)


**RD&E author(s):** Bartle, David G.; Powell, Roy; Pearson, Katie; Adeboye, Teniola S.

**RD&E Research Repository URL:** [https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621196](https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621196)


**RD&E author(s):** Shum, G; Hutton, Mike; Chan, Daniel; Chauhan, Rohan

**RD&E Research Repository URL:** [https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621188](https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621188)
Appendix

These are publications authored by staff who have honorary contracts at the RD&E.

Honorary Contracts

Browse Honorary Contracts publications in the RD&E Research Repository:
https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/583056

Russell MA [et al]. HLA Class II Antigen Processing and Presentation Pathway Components Demonstrated by Transcriptome and Protein Analyses of Islet ß-Cells From Donors With Type 1 Diabetes. Diabetes. 2019 May;68(5):988-1001
RD&E author(s): Morgan, Noel
PubMed ID: 30833470
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/583056

King R [et al]. Offspring of Mice Exposed to a Low-Protein Diet in Utero Demonstrate Changes in mTOR Signaling in Pancreatic Islets of Langerhans, Associated with Altered Glucagon and Insulin Expression and a Lower ß-Cell Mass. Nutrients. 2019 Mar 12;11(3). pii: E605
RD&E author(s): Morgan, Noel
PubMed ID: 30871106
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/620996

Smith AR [et al]. A cross-brain regions study of ANK1 DNA methylation in different neurodegenerative diseases. Neurobiology of Aging. 2019 Feb;74:70-76
RD&E author(s): Mill, Jonathan; Lunnon, Katie
PubMed ID: 30439595
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621256

RD&E author(s): Houghton, Jane A L; Flanagan, Sarah
PubMed ID: 31119523
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621116

RD&E author(s): Oram, Richard
PubMed ID: 30629603
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621175

Thomas NJ [et al]. Type 1 diabetes defined by severe insulin deficiency occurs after 30 years of age and is commonly treated as type 2 diabetes. Diabetologia. 2019 Jul;62(7):1167-1172. Epub 2019 Apr 10
RD&E author(s): Weedon, Michael N.; Shields, Beverley; Oram, Richard A.; McDonald, Timothy J.; Hattersley, Andrew T.; Jones, Angus G.
PubMed ID: 30969375
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621040
Hubbard TJE [et al]. Raman spectroscopy for rapid intra-operative margin analysis of surgically excised tumour specimens. Analyst. 2019 Nov 144(22) 6479-6496
RD&E author(s): Shore, Angela; Stone, Nick
PubMed ID: 31616885
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621206

RD&E author(s): Ballard, Clive
PubMed ID: 31526407
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621176

RD&E author(s): Wood, Andrew R; Weedon, Michael N; Oram, Richard A
PubMed ID: 31665112
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621223

RD&E author(s): Ballard, Clive
PubMed ID: 31701483
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621237

RD&E author(s): Baple, Emma L; Crosby, Andrew H
PubMed ID: 31848577
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621274

RD&E author(s): Morgan, Noel G.
PubMed ID: 30675626
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/620966

RD&E author(s): Crosby, Andrew
PubMed ID: 30842974
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621000

RD&E author(s): Ballard, Clive


Marren SM [et al]. Persistent C-peptide is associated with reduced hypoglycaemia but not HbA1c in adults with longstanding Type 1 diabetes: evidence for lack of intensive treatment in UK clinical practice? Diabetic Medicine. 2019 Apr 6

RD&E author(s): Mill, Jonathan
PubMed ID: 30718501
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621291

RD&E author(s): Frayling, Timothy
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621029

Johnson MB [et al]. Trisomy 21 is a cause of permanent neonatal diabetes that is autoimmune but not HLA associated. Diabetes. 2019 Apr 8
RD&E author(s): De Franco, Elisa; Ellard, Sian; Flanagan, Sarah E.; Patel, Kashyap; Hattersley, Andrew T.
PubMed ID: 30962220
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621038

RD&E author(s): Shields, Beverley M; Jones, Angus G.; Hattersley, Andrew T.
PubMed ID: 31047901
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621050

RD&E author(s): Freathy, Rachel
PubMed ID: 31244887
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621121

Aung MM [et al]. Locally delivered GLP-1 analogues liraglutide and exenatide enhance microvascular perfusion in individuals with and without type 2 diabetes. Diabetologia. 2019 Sep;62(9):1701-1711
RD&E author(s): Shore, Angela; Gooding, Kim
PubMed ID: 31203378
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621096

Howe LD [et al]. Effects of body mass index on relationship status, social contact and socio-economic position: Mendelian randomization and within-sibling study in UK Biobank. International Journal of Epidemiology. 2019 Dec 4
RD&E author(s): Frayling, Timothy M; Wood, Andrew R; Tyrell, Jessica
PubMed ID: 31800047
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621263

RD&E author(s): Weedon, Michael N
PubMed ID: 30721968
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621212


RD&E author(s): Mill, Jonathan
PubMed ID: 30691483
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/620971


RD&E author(s): Hanon, Eilis; Mill, Jonathan; Lunnon, Katie
PubMed ID: 30898171
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621018


RD&E author(s): Lunnon, Katie
PubMed ID: 31244615
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621122

Creese B [et al]. Examining the association between genetic liability for schizophrenia and psychotic symptoms in Alzheimer's Disease. Translational Psychiatry. 2019 9(1) 273

RD&E author(s): Ballard, Clive
PubMed ID: 31641104
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621213


RD&E author(s): Frayling, Timothy M
PubMed ID: 31636407
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621214


RD&E author(s): Morgan, Noel G
PubMed ID: 31250214
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621123


RD&E author(s): Hattersley, Andrew; Shields, Beverley M.; Jones, Angus G
RD&E author(s): McDonald, Timothy; Oram, Richard; Weedon, Michael; Hattersley, Andrew T.; Jones, Angus
PubMed ID: 31558459
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621185

RD&E author(s): Hattersley, Andrew T; Weedon, Michael N; Murray, Anna; Shore, Angela C; Frayling, Timothy M; Wood, Andrew R
PubMed ID: 31630189
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621215

RD&E author(s): Ballard, Clive
PubMed ID: 31556019
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621199

RD&E author(s): Mill, Jonathan
PubMed ID: 30875430
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621298

O’Gorman L [et al]. A small gene sequencing panel realises a high diagnostic rate in patients with congenital nystagmus following basic phenotyping. Scientific Reports. 2019 Sep 13;9(1):13229
RD&E author(s): Crosby, Andrew H.; Baple, Emma L.
PubMed ID: 31519934
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621169

RD&E author(s): Bellenger, Nicholas G; Shore, Angela C; Sharp, Andrew S P
PubMed ID: 31645638
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621216

Howard R [et al]. Minocycline at 2 Different Dosages vs Placebo for Patients With Mild Alzheimer Disease: A Randomized Clinical Trial. JAMA Neurology. 2019 Nov 18;77(2):164-174
RD&E author(s): Ballard, Clive

RD&E author(s): Knight, Bridget A
PubMed ID: 31477735
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621281

RD&E author(s): De Franco, Elisa; Yaghootkar, Hanieh
PubMed ID: 31141482
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621073

RD&E author(s): Fasham, James; Baple, Emma L.; Crosby, Andrew H.
PubMed ID: 31443639
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621154

RD&E author(s): Wood, Andrew R; Weedon, Michael N; Murray, Anna
PubMed ID: 30583798
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621231

Bahal S [et al]. Evidence that a STAT3 mutation causing Hyper IgE Syndrome leads to repression of transcriptional activity. Case Reports in Immunology. 2019 Oct 13
RD&E author(s): Morgan, Noel G
PubMed ID: 31737384
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621245

RD&E author(s): Stone, Nicholas
PubMed ID: 31807966
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621267

RD&E author(s): McDonald, Timothy; Shore, Angela
PubMed ID: 30997374
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621023

RD&E author(s): Hannon, Eilis; Mill, Jonathan
Hwang LD [et al]. Using a two-sample Mendelian randomization design to investigate a possible causal effect of maternal lipid concentrations on offspring birth weight.

RD&E author(s): Freathy, Rachel


RD&E author(s): Shepherd, Maggie; Hatterley, Andrew T.; Zeman, Adam


RD&E author(s): Melzer, David


RD&E author(s): Crosby, Andrew; Baple, Emma L.


RD&E author(s): Ballard, Clive

Lewis KJS [et al]. Comparison of genetic liability for sleep traits among individuals with bipolar disorder I or II and control participants. JAMA Psychiatry. 2019 Nov 21;77(3):303-310

RD&E author(s): Weedon, Michael N

Fossey J [et al]. What influences the sustainability of an effective psychosocial intervention for people with dementia living in care homes? A 9 to 12month follow up of the perceptions of staff in care homes involved in the WHELD randomised controlled trial. International Journal of Geriatric
RD&E author(s): Melzer, David
PubMed ID: 30657865
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621288

RD&E author(s): Murray, Anna
PubMed ID: 31748747
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621253

RD&E author(s): Mill, Jonathan S
PubMed ID: 30962612
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621254

RD&E author(s): Frayling, Timothy
PubMed ID: 31178129
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621086

RD&E author(s): Logan, Stuart
PubMed ID: 30778764
RD&E Research Repository URL: https://rde.dspace-express.com/handle/11287/621255